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Abstract 
Kimura, H., Automorphism groups, isomorphic to D, or Q,, of compact Riemann surfaces, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 23-36. 
We consider a canonical representation p : Aut(X) + GL( g, C) of automorphism groups of a 
compact Riemann surface X of genus g (~2). In this paper we investigate conditions for a 
nonabehan subgroup G (CGL( g, C)) of order 8 to be an image under p. 
Introduction 
We have studied automorphism groups of a compact Riemann surface X of 
genus g (22) with a canonical matrix representation 
p : Aut(X) + GL( g, a=) 
Here Aut(X) is the group of all conformal automorphisms on X and the 
representation space of p is the space of abelian differentials of the first kind on 
X. We set a problem of characterizing images under p in GL( g, C). For cyclic 
subgroups of Aut(X), this problem was solved by Kuribayashi [6]. Therefore, we 
consider exclusively noncyclic subgroups of Aut(X). For this purpose we have 
introduced two necessary conditions, the so-called CY- and RH-conditions, for a 
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noncyclic subgroup G C GL( g, C) to arise from a compact Riemann surface of 
genus g, see [3,4]. If every nontrivial cyclic subgroup of G arises from a compact 
Riemann surface of genus g, we say that G C GL( g, C) satisfies the CY-condition. 
The RH-relation is an algebraization of the Riemann-Hurwitz relation. It is 
known that for g = 2,3,4 these conditions are not only necessary but also 
sufficient, see [4,7]. But, as was shown by Momose [9], these conditions are not 
sufficient for g = 5. That is, there are nonabelian subgroups of GL(5, C) of order 
8 which satisfy the two necessary conditions and do not arise from a compact 
Riemann surface of genus g. Subsequently it was shown in [3], that every such 
example in GL(5, C) must contain a subgroup conjugate to one of Momose’s 
groups. We also have found that similar nonabelian subgroups of order 8 exist in 
GL(4k + 1, C) (k = 2,3,. . .). In this paper, we shall show the following charac- 
terizations (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2): 
Let G be a nonabelian subgroup of GL( g, C), g 2 2, of order 8, and let xc be 
the character of the natural representation G * GL( g, C). Let n,xl + . . . + n,,y5, 
IEi E Z,” _ be the decomposition into irreducible characters of ,~o. Assume that G 
satisjies the CY- and RH-conditions but does not arise from a compact Riemann 
surface of genus g. Then we have g = 1 (mod 4) and n, = 1, n2 = n3 = n4 = 0, 
n5 = 0 (mod 2). 
To prove this we use the theory of group characters. 
We announced the results without proof in [2]. 
Notation. We denote as usual by Z, Q, @ and Z,, the ring of rational integers, 
the rational number field, the complex number field and the set of nonnegative 
integers, respectively. For a finite set S we denote by #S the cardinality of S. For 
an element v of a finite group we denote by #a the order of U. We denote by g 
an integer (22). 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we give preliminary results. Let X, Aut(X) and p be as in the 
Introduction. Throughout this section we denote by G a finite group. 
Definition. We say that G C GL( g, UZ) arises from a compact Riemann surface of 
genus g, if there exist a compact Riemann surface X of genus g and a subgroup 
AG C Aut(X) such that p(AG; X) is GL( g, C)-conjugate to G. 
1.1. 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a finite cyclic group C C 
GL( g, C) to arise from a compact Riemann surface of genus g, see [6]. 
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Notation. Let m be a given integer (~1). We denote by (ZlmZ)” the group of 
the units in ZlmZ. 
(i) For r E Z, we define a mapping A, r : (ZlmZ)” + Q by 
i mod mZ+ 
1 ifi=rmodm, 
0 otherwise . 
(ii) We view Map((ZlmZ)“, Q) and Map(Z, Q) as Q-vector spaces in a 
natural manner and consider as Map((ZlmZ)“, Q) C Map(Z, 0) via A, r+ im r, 
where im r is the mapping defined by 
1 ifi=rmodm, 
(iii) We denote by deg : Map((ZlmZ)“, O)+ Q the Q-homomorphism 
Cr%Am?= Era,. 
(iv) In case m’lm, we denote by TT~, : Map((ZlmZ)“, Q)+Map((Zlm’Z)“, Q) 
the Q-homomorphism given by A, r --+ A,. r. 
Let C be a finite cyclic group. 
Definition. A mapping A : C+Map(Z, Q) (resp. C\{l}-+Map(Z, Q)) such that 
h(a) E Map((Z/#cTZ)“, Q) for (T E C (resp. C\(l)) 
is called a rotation datum (resp. semi-rotation datum) of C if the following 
condition is satisfied: For IT E C\(l) and (u, #a) = 1, the Q-automorphism of 
Map((Z/#aZ)“, Q) defined by A,, T + A,, 111 sends A(V) to A(@“). 
Definition. Let A be a rotation datum of C. Let Red A denote the semi-rotation 
datum defined by the following relation, 
Red A = c dd~e>~~c,d(A\(T”>> , 
eld 
where C = (r), dl#C, d ##C and Al. denotes the Mobius function. Put 
1(o, A) = deg(Red A(a))l[C : (a)] f or v E C\{ l} with E( 1, A) = 0. We say that A 
is normaE if Red A(a) /[ C : (a)] (U E C\(l)) is of the form ~~~;“’ A,, u, with 
u,E{rEZIO<r<#u, (r,#u)=l} andf(a,A)EZ,,for each aEC\{l}. 
Definition. For the rotation datum A, we define a class function A( A)q : C+ C 
(q E Z) as follows, 
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ifa=l, 
(T+’ #u < 
qr 
#U 
c ~ U#crr 1-i’ otherwise , 
r= I #W 
(r.#w)= I 
where A(V) = C r a,, r . A,, I and J#V = exp(2rrfli#a). 
Theorem 1.1 [6]. Let (X, : C+ C),z, be a sequence of class functions such that 
X, (1) E Z with X1 (1) 2 2. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There exist a compact Riemann surface X and an injective homomorphism 
C+ Aut(X) such that X, is equal to the character of the natural representation of C 
(we consider C to be a subgroup of Aut(X) via the above homomorphism) on the 
space of q-differentials on X, q = 1,2, . . . . 
(b) (i) X, is a character of some representation of C. 
(ii) There exists a normal rotation datum A of C such that X, = 1 + X(A), and 
x,=x(4, (422). 0 
Corollary. Let X, be a character of a representation of C with X,(l) 2 2. If there 
exists a normal rotation datum A of C such that X, = 1 + X(A), . Then there exist a 
compact Riemann surface X and an injective homomorphism C* Aut(X) such 
that X,(o) = Tr p(a; X) for every u E C. 0 
1.2. 
In this section we explain the CY- and RH-conditions, see [3]. For a finite 
group G and its subgroup H, we define CY(G) and CY(G; H) as follows: 
CY(G)={KIK’ is a nontrivial cyclic subgroup of G} , 
CY(G;H)={KECY(G)]K>H and KZH}. 
Definition. We say that a finite group G C GL( g, C) satisfies the CY-condition if 
every element of CY(G) arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g. 
If G satisfies the CY-condition, then 
cr E G. In general, if {Tr(c) + Tr(6’)) 
that G satisfies the E-condition. 
Definition. Assume that G C GL( g, C) 
]Tr(a) +Tr(a-‘)} is an integer for any 
is an integer for any u E G, then we say 
satisfies the E-condition. Let H be a 
nontrivial cyclic subgroup of G. Then we define the following terms: 
r(H)=2-{Tr(a)+Tr(a-I)}, whereH= (a), 
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r,(H: G) = r(H) - c r,(K : G) , 
KlzCY(G;H) 
r,(H : G) 
ICH: G, = [iv,(H) : H] ’ 
where N,(H) means the normalizer of H in G . 
We say that G satisfies the RH-condition if G satisfies the E-condition and 
I(H : G) is a nonnegative integer for any H E CY(G). 
Definition. Assume that G C GL( g, C) 
{H,, . . . , H,} be a set of representatives 
We define the RH data of G as follows, 
satisfies the RH-condition and let 
of the G-conjugacy classes of CY(G). 
RWG) = [g,(G), #G; #H,, . . . , #H,, . . . , #H,, . . . , #ff?], 
where #H, appears /(Hi : G) times (15 i 5 s). 
Proposition [4]. Zf G C GL( g, C) satisfies the E-condition, then we have the 
following relation : 
2r2=#(+go(G)-2+~ l(H,: G)(l- &)I. q 
i=l I 
1.3. 
Next we introduce the EX-condition, which is a necessary condition for G to 
arise from a compact Riemann surface. We explain a criterion whether G, 
satisfying the EX-condition, arises from a compact Riemann surface or not, see 
[51. 
We assume that G C GL( g, C) satisfies the RH-condition and let [g,,(G), #G; 
#H ,,...., #H ,,..., #H,y ,..., #H,] be the RH data of G. By the above 
Proposition, 2g,,(G) - 2 + cl=, 1(H, : G)( 1 - 1 l#H,) is positive. Then we can 
construct a Fuchsian group (of the first kind with compact orbit space) 
: G) 
=l) 
having a certain standard fundamental region modified from a non-Euclidean 
regular polygon of 4g,(G) + ~~=, I(H, : G) sides (cf. [S]). 
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Definition. The notation and the assumption being as above, we say that G 
satisfies the EX-condition if there exists a surjective homomorphism 
cp : T(G)+ G 
with #q(yj)=mj (i=l,...,‘). 
If G C GL( g, C) satisfies the EX-condition, there exist a compact Riemann 
surface X of genus g and an injective homomorphism G* Aut(X). Then for any 
element u (#a = m > 1) of G, we have (cf. [5]) 
(*I Tr p(c: X) 
=I+ c c $#{a~(;1 
(u,m)=l mlm, I 
If there exists a surjective homomorphism cp : T(G)+ G such that 
Trs=Trp(a:X) foreveryaEG, 
then we see that G arises from the compact Riemann surface X. 
1.4. 
We denote by D, and Q,, respectively the dihedral group of order 8 and the 
quaternion group, i.e., 
D, = (a, b 1 a4 = b2 = 1, b-lab = u-‘) , 
Q8 = (a, b 1 u4 = 1, u* = b*, b-lab = u-‘) . 
Di, QL denote the commutator subgroups of D,, Q,, respectively. The character 
table of D, is as follows (Q, has the same character table): 
Class CL c2 c3 c4 c5 
Xl 11111 
x2 1 1 1 -1 -1 
x3 1 -1 1 1 -1 
x4 1 -1 l-l 1 
X5 2 o-2 0 0 
Here C, = {l}, C, = { a, u3}, C, = {a*}, C, = {b, u*b}, C, = { ub, u3b}. 
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2. Propositions 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL( g, C) which is isomorphic to 
D,, and let xG be the character of the natural representation G -+ GL( g, C). Let 
nlxl f.. . + n,x5, ni E zzO be the decomposition into irreducible characters of x~. 
Then G satisfies the CY- and RH-conditions if and only if the ni’s satisfy the 
following relations : 
(1) 12 n, + n2 - n3 - n4, 
(2) n,zn,+n,, 
(3) lZn,-nn,+n,-n,, 
(4) 12 n, - n2 - n3 + n4. 
Proof. The only-if part is obvious. We prove the if part. We can put 
G = (A, B 1 A4 = B2 = 1, B-‘AB = A-‘) 
in GL( g, C). Then 
WG) = {(A), (A’)> (B), (A2B), (AB), (A3B)l. 
Using Theorem 1.1, we show that G satisfies the CY-condition. To see this, it is 
sufficient to construct desired rotation data for (A), (B) and (AB). Because, 
(A*) is contained in (A) and ( A2B), ( A3B) are conjugate to (B), (AB) 
respectively. 
The case (A): We define a rotation datum A, of (A) as follows: 
A,A”+(l- (n, + n2 - n3 - n4))(A41 + A,,), 
A*+ (2 - 2(n, + n2 + n3 + n4 - 2n,))h,, , 
l-(2-2g)A,, . 
Then Red A, is given by 
AA3* A,(A), 
A2-+ 4(n, - n3 - n,)A,, 
and 
z(A, AA) = 2 - 2(n, + n2 - n3 - n4), 
l(A2, A,) = 2(n, - n3 - n4) , 
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which are nonnegative integers by (1) and (2). Since 
Red h,(A) 
[(A) : (41 = 
l(A;hA) (A,, + A,,) ) 
we see that A, is a normal rotation datum. From the definition of A(-)r we have 
X&A) = 1+ X(AA)I . 
Thus (A ) arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g. 
The cases (B) and (AB): We define rotation data A, and A,, of (B) and 
( AB) respectively as follows: 
A, : B+ (2 - 2(n, - n2 + n3 - n,))A, 1 , 
1+(2-2gP,1 > 
A AB : AB+ (2 - 2(n, - n2 - ng + n,))A, 1 , 
1+(2-2g)A,, . 
It is easy to verify that A, and A,, have the desired properties. This means that G 




I( (B) : G) = 1 - (n, - n2 + n3 - n,) , 
I( (AB) : G) = 1 - (n, - n2 - n3 + n4) , 
which are nonnegative integers by (l), . . . , (4). Therefore, we obtain our 
proposition. 0 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL( g, C) which is isomorphic to 
Q8, and let xo be the character of the natural representation G+ GL( g, C). Let 
nlxl +. . ’ + n,x,, ni E Z,, be the decomposition into irreducible characters of xo. 
Then G satisfies the CY- and RH-conditions if and only if n,‘s satisfy the following 
relations: 
(1) 12 n, + n2 - n3 - n4, 
(2) n, - n2 - nj - nq + n5 2 1, 
(3) l>n,-n,+n,-n,, 
(4) lln,--n 2 -nn,+n,. 
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Proof. The only-if part is obvious. We prove the if part. We can put 
G = (A, B 1 A4 = 1, A2 = B*, B-‘AB = A-‘) 
in GL( g, C). Then 
CY(G) = {(A), (A’), (B), (AB)). 
Using Theorem 1.1, we show that G satisfies the CY-condition. To see this, it is 
sufficient to construct desired rotation data for (A), (B) and ( AB). 
The case (A) is already treated in Proposition 2.1 and so we omit it. 
The case (B): We define a rotation datum A, of (B) as follows: 
B, A’B--, (1 - (n, - n,+n,-n4))(A,l+A43)Y 
B2-+ (2 - 2(n, + n2 + n3 + n4 - 2n,))A, 1 , 
l+ (2 - 2g)A, 1 
Then Red A, is given by 
B,A2B+ AB(B) , 
B2 -+ 4(n, - n2 - n,)A, 1 
and 
I(B, A,) = 2 - 2(n, - n2 + n3 - n4) , 
l(B*, A,) = 2(n, - n2 - n4) , 
which are nonnegative integers (l), (2) and (3). Since 
Red A,(B) 
L(B) : @)I = 
‘(‘;“) (A,, + A,,), 
Red A,(B*) 
i(B) : (B2), = l(B, &)A21 > 
we see that A, is a normal rotation datum. From the definition of A(-)r we have 
X&B) = 1+ X(b)1 . 
Thus ( B ) arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g. 
The case ( AB) : We define a rotation datum A,, of ( AB) as follows: 
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A AB : AB,A3B* (1 - (n, - n2 - n3 + q,))( A, 1 + A, 3) , 
B2~(2-2(n,+n,+n,+n,-2n,))A,,, 
1+(2-2g)A11. 
It is easy to verify that A,, has the desired properties. This means that G satisfies 
the CY-condition. Next we show that G satisfies the RH-condition. We have 
I( (A} : G) = 1 - (n, + n2 - n3 - n4) , 
I( (B) : G) = 1 - (n, - n2 + n3 - n4) , 
I( (AB) : G) = 1 - (n, - n2 - n3 + n4) , 
I( (A*) : G) = n, - n2 - n3 - n4 + n5 - 1 , 
which are nonnegative integers by (l), . . . , (4). Therefore we obtain our 
proposition. 0 
Remark. In Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we have 
(0) g = n, + n2 + n3 + n4 + 2n, , 
which means the degree of character AG. 
We remark here that the conditions (l)-(4) in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 follow 
from Weil’s formula, see [l]. 
3. Theorems 
In this section we prove the following two theorems. Hereafter, for simplicity, 
we put I(-) = I(-: G). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that G (-D8) C GL( g, C) satisfies the CY- and RH- 
conditions. If G does not arise from a compact Riemann surface of genus g, then 
g=l (mod4) andn,=l, n2=n3=n4=0, n5E0 (mod2). 
Proof. Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.1. Recall that 
RH(G)=[n,,8;4 ,..., 4,2 ,..., 2,2 ,..., 2,2 ,..., 21 
--u- 
l(A) /(A’) l(B) l(AB) 
and put 
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T(G)=((Y~,P~,...,(Y,,,P,,,.Y~,...,~//(A),~~,...,~I(A~), 
El,. . . 9 ‘/(E), 717 . ’ ’ 7 %(AB) 
((A) /(A*) l(B) [(AB) “I 
n Yj pl, ‘k g ‘l n 77, n Lcyi, Pi1 = ’ ) 
j=l ??=I i=l 
y;’ = . . . = Y;(A) = 8; =. . . = a;&) 
= E; = . . . zz B;(B) = 7; =. . . = 77;(AB) = 1) . 
Here we say that the generators y,‘s, 6,‘s E,‘s, n,‘s correspond to the conjugacy 
classes C,, C,, C,, C,, respectively. 
We study whether G (CGL( g, UZ)), satisfying the CY- and RH-conditions, 
satisfies the EX-condition or not. We verify whether our cp has a property 
mentioned in Section 1.3. (Whether cp maps a generator of T(G) of finite order to 
an element of the corresponding conjugacy class or not.) We divide our proof into 
several cases. 
The case n1 z- 2: We define cp : lJ G) + G as follows: cr, + A, p, + B, (Y* --+ X, 
P2’ y, a,,pi+l (i=3,...,nl), rl,...,x(A)+A, &,...,61(A2)+A2, 
El, . . . , F/(R) +B, VI,... , qlae, + AB. Here we can take X,Y(E G) such that 







To verify Tr u = Tr p(~ : X), it is sufficient to check 
A’. From (*), we have 
only for u = A, B, AB and 
Trp(A:X)=l+I(A)(&+&)=l - Z(A2) - Z(A) = Tr A, 
Tr p(A2 : X) = 1+ (4Z(A2) + 21(A)) & = 1 - 2Z(A2) - Z(A) = Tr A2, 
Tr p(B : X) = 1+21(B) f& = 1 - Z(B) = Tr B , 
Tr p(AB : X) = 1 + 2Z(AB) & = l-Z(AB)=TrAB. 
Thus, in this case, we see that G is GL(g, C)-conjugate to P(G : X). 
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In the following cases, we define only those cp which have the desired property. 
The case n, = 1: 
(I) We assume that n2 = n3 = n4 = 0. This condition is equivalent to 
E(B) = I(AB) = I(A) = 0 (and Z(A2) = n5) . 
(I-l) If n5 = 1 (mod 2), then we may define cp as follows: (Y, + A, PI+ B, 
6 6 +A2. 1;;:ij $ 
e assume that n5 = 0 (mod 2). In this case, 9 having the desired 
property must satisfy (~(6,) = A2, k = 1,. . . , n5. However, there exists no surjec- 
tive homomorphism cp : T(G)+ G having above property, i.e., 
(II) We assume that n2 + n3 + n4 > 0. This condition is satisfied if and only if 
Z(B) >O or Z(AB) >O or 1(A) >O. 
For example, we assume that 1(A) > 0, the other cases are similar. We define 9 as 
follows: ar,Pr-+B, x,...,YI(.++% %,...A(A2)+A2, El,. * 3 &I(E) +B, 
VI,... ,%(AB)-I-+ AB, %(AB) + X (EC,). Here we can take X such that 
(P(IIrj*..KInm[ar> Prl)=l> since we have p(lJyj...nn,)E (A2). 
The case n, = 0: In this case, at least two of 1(B), 1(AB) and I(A) are 
positive. For example, we assume that I(AB) > 0 and 1(B) > 0, the other cases 
are similar. Then we define cp as follows: Y,, . . , -ylcAj -+ A, 6,) . . . , 61(Az) + A2, 
&I, . . . 2 &I(B) +B, T/I,... dr(As)-l+ AB, %(A@ +X (EC,). Here we can take X 
such that ~p(~~~..+~~,)=l, since we have q(ny,..*n~,)E(A~). This 
completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that G (-Q,) C GL( g, a=) satisfies the CY- and RH- 
conditions. If G does not arise from a compact Riemann surface of genus g, then 
g=l (mod4) andn,=l, n2=n3=n4=0, n5-0 (mod2). 
Proof. Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.2. Recall that 
RH(G) = [l, 8; 4,. ._. , ?, 2:. ._. , ?, 4,, . ._. ,_4,4,. . . ,4] 
l(A) l(A*) l(B) I(AB 
and put 
El,. . . , &l(B), 71,. . ) %(AB) 
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We study whether G (CGL( g, C)), satisfying the CY- and RH-conditions, 
satisfies the EX-condition or not. We verify whether our cp has a property 
mentioned in Section 1.3. We divide our proof into several cases. 
The case n1 L 2: We define cp : T(G) +G as follows: a,+A, &+B, q--+X, 
P2+ y> (yi,pi~l (i=3,...,n,) Y~>...,Y,(A)*A, $,...,S~AZ)+A*, 
%,...,q(B) +B, %,...?%(AB) + AB. Here we can take X,Y (EG) such that 
[X, Y] = [A, B]-‘(p(n 7,. . . nq,)-l, since we have 
=A 2(n2+n3) E Q; = ( A2) . 
To verify Tr u = Tr p(c~ : X), it is sufficient to check only for m = A, B, AB and 
A*. From (*), we have 
Trp(A:X)=l+Z(A)(&+&)=l-Z(A)=TrA, 
Tr p(A2 : X) = 1 + (4Z(A*) + 21(A) + 21(B) + 2Z(AB)) f& 
= 1 - 2Z(A2) - Z(A) - Z(B) - E(AB) = Tr A2 , 
Tr P(B : X) = 1 + Z(B) (A + $1 = 1 - Z(B) = Tr B , 
Trp(AB:X)=l+Z(AB)(&+$)=l-Z(AB)=TrAB. 
Thus, in this case, we see that G is GL(g, C)-conjugate to P(G : X). 
In the following cases, we define only those cp which have the desired property. 
The case n, = 1: 
(I) We assume that n2 = n3 = n4 = 0. This condition is equivalent to 
Z(B) = Z(AB) = Z(A) = 0 (and Z(A2) = n5) . 
(I-l) If n5 = 1 (mod 2), then we may define cp as follows: ~yi + A, PI -+ B, 
s 6 +A2. I,“‘, n5 
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(I-2) We assume that n5 ~0 (mod 2). In this case, cp having the desired 
property must satisfy (~(6,) = A2, k = 1, . . . , n5. However, there exists no surjec- 
tive homomorphism cp : T(G) + G having above property, i.e. 
(II) We assume that n2 + n3 + n4 > 0. This condition is satisfied if and only if 
Z(B) >O or Z(AB) >O or Z(A) >O 
For example, we assume that Z(AB) > 0, the other cases are similar. We define 9 
as follows: (Y, ,p, + B, -y,, . . . , ylCA)+ A, a,, . . . , arCazj+ A’, El,. . . > &1(B) *B, 
“?I>. . . > %(AB)- l+AB, %(AB) + X (EC,). Here we can take X such that 
(p(nr,e.*nrlm[al, P,l)=l, since we have cp(rI~j..*nn,,,)E (A2). 
The case n1 = 0. In this case, at least two of Z(B), Z(AB) and Z(A) are 
positive. For example, we assume that Z(AB) > 0 and Z(B) > 0, the other cases 
are similar. Then we define cp as follows: yi, . . . , y,(a)+ A, 6,, . . . , alCAzj + A2, 
&I > . . . > E/(A) +B, VI,... ) %(AB)pl-+ AB, %(A,) +X (EC,). Here we can take X 
such that q(n~,.**fln,)=l, since we have p(~-yj...nqm)E(A2). This 
completes the proof. 
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